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FOREWORD

To 1-14ktent an educational approach successfully, one must match the Philoso-
phy of evaluation 'with that of instruction. This is paiticularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
aChieve this match, the task is by no means simple fQrsipe teacher, In fact, without
specific resource materials tO help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For'
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are desiged
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs :of all their students.

The two modules Concerned with evaluation, Indtvidualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating wad' Reporting Progress, can be use,d by small roups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local school, environment. Hope lly,

they will do more than give each teacher ah overview of individualized evalti tion.
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective an4 ob ctive
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to p
strategies, into prastice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets bntitled P jbrm-

ance ObjeCtives, PeNrmance Assessment Resoutces, and Performance Check .. Using .
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery o the proc-
esses, skills, ahd subject matter onhe 1SCS program. -And tile teacher ,an obtain;
at the moment when they 'are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stud

dent's identified deficiencies.

445 you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-

oping an individualized evaluation program best suiteduto your own settings, and thus
furthe'r enhance,the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The Co-Di re c tors . -

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study

. Rm 4)5, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Fldrida 32301

, <

.
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1.4

NOTES TO THE STUDENT

-

Now that you have completed several chapters, excursions, and self-evaluations, you
are ready to help your teacher determine how well you are doing. The perfoimance
checks in this book will provide your teacher with this information. Then your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and can keep a record
of ydur progress.

Read the next, Section carefully. It explains some important things about the per:
Tormance checks in this book, and it gives you specific suggestions for using them.

/

What You.Need to Know about Performance Checks

1. You do performance checks when you are ready. Per-
formance checks are somewhat like the-questions in the self-
evaluations you do Them_ When you are ready, not,when
ttie whole .class is ready. ) ?

2. Your teacher or both of you decide how maity4%you do.
Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decide
which ones you should do.- You are not expected to do all
of the performance checks.
3. There are three forms for each performance check...Every
performance check is written in-three forins A, Bond C.
(The title of this booklet telli you whether it is Form A, B, or
C.) Usually the answers for each form are different. When
you do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
forms are always in different booklets. Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the same unit are listed
together. These units are in numerical order. Each unit has
performance checks based on core material and performance
checks based' on excursions, '
4. Each performance check has its own number. The number .

is in the outside margin of the page And will look lace this:
03-Core-17A or 05-Exc 17-2A. These numbers mean

0,

f 03 Core 17 A i, ,and 05 - Exc 17

...

cr 0 0
B
.-ft

V) g (T05. o
O n

a g PC"

1-91 0 06 z 0
0 0

8
0 = ,
i-1 cr

(0 z a (IC:
o i '''' a 5 -I

0 0 0 0
e4 PC* E ,-, PC"

o
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5. Each performance check is separated from the other.
There is a line befOre each performance check and 'one after

it. Some performance' checks have several parts, so do every-

thing called for between the lilies. When there is no line at
the bottom of a page, you can expect to find the check con-

etinued onto the next page.
6. Sometimes you will need to use equipment. If special
materials are needed, .they will,be in bokes labeled with the
same number and sometimes the same lettpr toois the per.,
formance check for which you need them.
7. Some performance checks have two or mbre answers. If
more than one answer is correct, you must select all the cor-
rect choices. In such cases selectinglust -one answer is not
enough.
8. Some performance checks have no answers. Occasionally,
you may be asked to do something that is impossible and to
explain your answer. If so,, .say that the task is impossible
and explain why.
9. You share books of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on other 'paper.
Give the number and form of the performance check for.each

answer you write. If you are to draw a graph, your teacher
may provide you with grid paper.

10. Your teacher or his assistant will collect and mark your
checks. And sometimes you must ask him to watch or assist

you as you do a check.
11. Sometimes a review proceduie will be suggested. If you
can't do a performance check, you ma)4 be. asked to review
a part of the text or a self-evaluation question. You may
then be checked on the same material, so be sure you under-

,
stand the material you review. Get help if you need it. .

4.I
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Get two test leads, a bulb, a soCket, and an 1SCS battery from your teacher. Charge
the battery for one minute. Get your teacher to watch you. Now connect the bulb
to the battery so that the'bulb lights.

0 1-Corklp

How Would you connect the bulb-socket to-the battery shown below to make the
bulb light? Write the two numbers for eaeh test lead that'show where the ends of
each lead should be connected,

61-1 n 13

112

4

01:Core-2B

Something that..g1aftek in an activity/iand affects the results of the activitY is called
a. a problem.
b. a variable.
c. a data table.
d. a conclu'sion.

0 1-Core-3B

In box 01-Core-4B you will find a circuit that is all set up. Use the good spare parts
in the box to find out why the bulb doesn't light. Which part is bad?

01-Core-413

Get batteries. A, B, and C from box 01-Core-S. Use any other materials you think
, you need. Which of the batteries has influence?

0 1-Core-5B

A clock vg transfers influence tO the hands of a clock.. Why muSt you wincIthe
clock sprotpnefOre it can make the closk hands move?

-

0 1-Core-6B.

. ,
Match the follOwing terMs by firSt listing.the numbers (1, 2, and ) oh your paper
and then writing after each number theletter (a c, or d) of the correct matching
dellnition.

Terms D initrons
0I. System .

,. a. Any object that is part of a .,
2. Subsystem .

, system .

3. Component b. An 66ject that does not interact
with other objects A
450; A grotip of objects that interact

1
,

with each other ,

`,d. Agroup olOhjects that directly .

t interact .with each other within

. . a systény

3.

01-Core-A3

0



01 -Core-8B
P

On your paper, write the letter of each 4tgram which identifies.a system. Also ex-

plain why thediagram or diagrams you cho'ç represent systems.

Diagram a Diagram b Diagram c

0 1 -Core-9B

fik

Pt

PI

On the. diagram above, measure: the distance between the following points to the

nearest 0.1 cm.
1: What is the diS'tance frOm point A to 'point F?.
2. What is the distance from. pOint C to point D?
3.', What is thedistance from point B. to point C?

01-Corel OB Fill a beaker nearly full of water. Ask your teacher or his assistant' to pour the water

. for you. Tell him when to begin, Use your ISCS timer to find out how lông he

takes to pout water from the beaker.

01-Core-1 1B On your paper write the letters of all good reasons for using data tables.

0 a. Data tables list the data in a given order.
b. Data tables by organizing the data help to reduce errors.
.c, Data tables make it easier to find how one variable affects another:

d. Data tables make sure you (;ollect the same data for each set of Measure-

tn6nts.
e. All of these.

0.
ss'
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Name of
Group
Member

. N , of
S kers,

)
lYragged

No. of
Times
Draggid

Distance &Om
Hook to Pulley

. .

(cm)

.

Total
Distance

. Dragged (em)

Total Time
for Dragging
(sec)

.

.

,

,

Sue 1' 70
,

00
,

6300
_

130 4

Betty 2 60 .: 85
.

5 00 110 .

Sam 3 so 80 4000 .

i

1S35 .

Study the table. .Then answer all of the following questions.
.

1, What was the distance in 'centimeters from hook to pulley when three
sinkers Were dragged? ,.,

What vias the total distance in centimeters that Betty's battery dragged.,-

two sinkers? «
3. How many times was one sinker dragged?

0..

014ore42B

*

Write the letter of:the phrase below which correctly completes the sentence. An op;
erationals definition includes a. description of the thing being defined.

a. the shape and luster of
the.color or odor of

c. the way to measure
d. the way to classify

01-Core-1 3B

On your paper, divide 2.1.34 by 12.1. Round off your answer to one number after
decimal point.

Oh your paper, multiply 8.22 by 1.4.

01 -Core-148

01-Corfri5B

Add these three numbers on your paper. 2.21, 3.44, 1.5 00, v-c9re:166

Subtract 7.88 from 9.9 on your paper. 01 -Core-178

Your teacher will observe 'you tot this check,When he can. 01-Core-18B

Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.
-

01 -Core-18B

Your teacher will observe.you for this check when he can. 014Core-201,3

Your teacher will observe You for this, check when he can. . 01-Core-21B

Yout teacher will observe you for thischeck when he can. . 01-Core-22B ;

Vti
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Which oP the following tells the Main-adVantage of t.he metric system which makes

it usefi,d in measurethent problems? -

a. Worldmride use of the metric system would ,aid morld trade more than
-

worldwide use of the .English system.
b. The units of the Metric systein are related by factors of the number ten,
and therefore changing:from one uni to another is easier.

c. The meter has a more reasonable historical basis than the yard.
d. The metric system is.more accuratp(ithan the English system.

The measurement system that is used in IS S sCience is the

a., English system.
b, . Metric' systim.
c. Roman system.

'Egyptian system.

In Excursion 3, you studiea two-forces Ilft and drag, acting on tWo sinkers. One
force was greater than, the ,other. You found this by making the two forces act 'di-

rectly on each other. Rea&the two examples below. Which one makes a direct coin-,
parison of the two variables?

a. Jack pulled a box of bsicks and moved it. Jimpulled a box of rocks and .

and moved it. Who can pull harder?
b. Jack and Jim pulled on ,opposite ends of a rope against each other. Who
can pull harder?

).
o-

1

.s,

,
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Which of the following is an operational definition?
a. A ruler is a device for meiSuring length.
b. A. lariat is a long, light rope with a noose, used to catch 1ives4pck.
c. RadioaCtivity is a flow of particles or energy from unst'able atoms. The
particles or energy cause a Geiger counter to click. The amount of the radio-
activity is shown by the number of clicks of.the Geiger counter per second.

:02-COre-lB

Imagine that everyone in your science class used the scale that he.marked in washer .02-Coro-2B
units?

I. Would this cause a problem during the school year?
2. Why or why not?

6

Suppose you were asked to weigh a straight pin. with 'your force measurer. List the
letters of all of the things below that you' would need for )lotir force measurer

a. A longer scale cgrd , . ..

b. A scale card calibrated from 0 N to 0.1 N .

-c. A very thin blade
d. A thicker blade

,02-Core-3B

et an ISCS force measurer,.2 blades, paper clips, and a neWton scale card from the
ply area. From your teacher, get a spinigig disk and an electricity measurer base.

Re rt to your teacher how much the spinigig disk Weighs and how much the 1ec-

.rit measarer base weighs.

02-Core-4B

Get box 02-Core-5B from the supply area. Use an ISCS force measurer, the neWton`
scale card, an aluminum cup, and paper clips to weigh each of the two objects. On
your paper, write the difference in newtons between the weights.

02-Core-5B

Jack weigheEorne sinkers he bróughè from borne on his foirce measiirer. He added
the sinkers one, at a firne to a hOok on the end of the force measurer blade: :Then,
he filled in the data table below.

,

Number of Sinkers
on Hook

Total Weight
of Sinkers
(in newtons)

,

I .

2

3

4/

. 5

6

-

. I,

.

_.

.,
%

0..9

1.7

-2.4

,

4.8.

_

.. .

.

.

State what the table, tells you about the weights of the sinkers.

02-Core-6B

-

,
t (1



' 02-Care:7B' 1.

.

I.
41.

Marviu did ExcursiOn 3, which sompares weight and drag: On a separate piece of

-
tgigg-

graph paper, label the% axes as shown below. a graph of Marviq's
data, listed in the table below. The table shows th ag power of the dropping
§inkers. Draw a 1:est70t live for the plotted points.

.N4

14-.4 i i;

1

-

S.

4
.1 Sinkers

Dropped.-
, kers

Dragged
.-

1

3
5

6

''''s

2

6
10 .

12

12
MOONMPIP NOMONEMIIIMO
111.1111011M.. 1111111111M11111111111.

1111111.1111111.1111111111MIIIII
INIMMIIIII1111111111111111111111
111111Mill11111111M111/11111111111111

ii11111111111IIMINIMIIIIMM
111111M1111111111111111M111111111111B1
11111111111111111111111111111111011110E1111111111111111111MIMIIIM111111111111111IIMIIM
uumammimmuer
IN1111M-11111111111/111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111M

111111IMISAIIIIIIIM11111111111111111111111111111111N
1111011010111111111011111dmounissmorimmumsousrosomoouraourno

A

0,

0 .2 4 8' 8 . 10 . 12
S1NKERE DROPPED

02-Core-013

:

5 I.

Write adoperational definitionlorweighrusing an ISCS fOrCe:measurer ml yoUr def-

thition.

0iXore-913 Ask your.feacher for a force measurerwith an aluminum pin in it. Do not remove
the pin. . .

i
.

Answer the following qu'estions by listing the numbers (1, 2, and 3).on your paper
and writing after each,number the answer to the corresponding question.

1. Does tile force measurer have the thifl or thick blade attached to it?
2. What is.thenumber of the hole the pin is in? .

3. How much force is On the aluminum, pin? .
..,

02-Co're-1013
4,

From your teacher, get force measurer scale card 02-Core-1011. Use your force
measurer with the thin blade to weigh a sinker. Have your teacher watch you. Re?:
.port the weight in the Units shown cm thf scale 'card.-

J..

L ..

.02-0ore-lli On your paper, write the name of the metric unit which you U Mge ISCS for mos-

, uring force. .

02-0ore1213s' ."
. ' On your paper, write the words that complete the sentence beloW. .

If you want to know if a force iS aCting on a tennis ball, you would look for
changes in the ball's or.

. 1 3
I.
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a'

q.

,
Get 'a compass and..i heavy washer from the supply area. Set the compass on your % 02-Core-1313

desk. Bring tke heavy washer yely neg to the-Compass from three different-direc-
i

tions. Watch what happens.
I. Is there a force acting between the heayy wisher and the -compass?
2. tIow do you-know? . .

A

I 4

Diagram a

The two punching bags being struck are alike.
I. Which diagram shows the greater amount of force being wiled?
2. Haw do you know?.

02-Core-14B

'`.Write an Operational definition for force. Remember, an operational definition an-
0.fers two-questions.

02-Core-15B

Suppose you wanted to write an operational definition for something. What two 02-Core-16B

'questions would you have to answer about it?

A cup with four washers in it is attached to the blade of a force theasUrer. Name the
kind of ffiice acting on the blaile of the force measurer, causing it to bend down.

02-Core-17B

When a large book is carefully placed on a pdper cup and then released, tlie cup is 02-Core-18B
crushed. What force causes the change in the shape of the cup?

or.

. It would be very difficult to define operationiilly,terms such as love or honor. Slate 02-Core-19B

two reasons why this:is,.

I)

Look at the diagraths of the measuring instruments, What needs to 13.Z "added to
them -so that -you could tell your.teacher yoursmeasurement withouNhaving to show
him the measuring cup or the metersti k? .

Mete.rstick
S.

Measuring cvspe

02-Cote-20B

I



02-Core-21B'

1 'I

Tie or tape a string to a Magnet as shown below. Hang the magnet on the thick force
measurer blade:* Measure the combined weight of the magnet and string. Number
and record your results for each step of the follOwing. 4'

1. Record the combined weight Of the manget and string.
2. Attach a screw head to the magnet as shown. Pull gently on the screw
Until the magnet releases it. What is the force measurer reading when the,
magnet releases the screw?
3. How much force.did the magnet exert on the screw?

0-10 Newtons

Forte measurer

String

Magnet

Screw

02-Core-22B List the letters of the situaens described below irt" which there is a force acting in
addition to gravity and frican.

a. A force measurer lifted from a desk
b.. A rock smashing thr,ough a window
c. Two carts hitting heikon
a. A motor sitting on a gulf
e. A bus parked in a garage

, 02-Core-23$ If an Object Is to be Used.as &standard unit of measiirement, name four thihgs which
should 'be true abdut

./
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Arnold- was given two old and uncalibrated scales, A and B. He calibrated
each spring scale two times.- The two drawings below show the results of his calibra-
tions of each scale. Arnold- must use one of these two scales in an experiment.

I. Which spring scale should he use?
2. WV?

t.

fr

02-Core-2413

.Trial 2

Calibrations for Scale Er

4

In this course, you often make several measurements which you are then asked to 02,Exc 06-1B
multiply and divide. Suppose you 'were to use the scale below.

I. Would it be easiest to report, multiply, and divide the 'measurements if
the units ort the ,scale were divided into '9, into 10, or into 11 subunits?
2. Why?

4,

1;-

0
9

2

t

-

;

I



02-Exc 06-213 I. Which of the sales below would allow yoo to make the.most accurate
measurement from A to B?
2. .Why?

A . B
2

2' 3

3

Scale I I L i 1

A B
0 1 1

Sealeb IMIlt111111111411011111 111111
. .

A
0

Scale c
2 3

02-Exc 06-3B

2 3 4 5

Scalel

Su,

0

.Scale2

Report your answers to both questions below in decimals.
I. On scale l', what is the reading at F? At D?
2. On scale 2, what is the r(a4ing at M? At S?

a

02-Exc 07-1B Write .the letter of the best answer. When the size of a unit-of measurement such as
the meter was first determined, it was

a: set by a grpp of men who agreed on its size,
b. taken from a list of standards passed down through the years.
c. naturally set by something in nature.

W

d. taken from the experiences of people.

s.

4r



The cubit is a unit of length based on the distance from a man's wrist to his elbow.
The palm is a unit of length based on the width of man's .hand.

I. Why aren't measurement units such as the. cubit and palm used very much
today?
2. Why are standard units such as the meter and the gram used instead?

02-Exc 07-2B

7The brightness of a lighted bulb was measured with-a light meter at several distances
from the bulb. The .data are graphed as shown below. Notice that the light bright-
ness decreases as the distance increases.
lb Compare the change in brightness betwepn the distatices 1 foot and 2feet with the
change between 4 feet and 8 feet. Choose the words'which correctly *complete the

following two sentences.
1. When the bulb and meter are close together, a small.change in distance

. Produces a (large)(small) change in brightness.
2. When the meter and bulb are 'far apart, a -large change in distance pro-.
duces a (large)(small) change in brightness.

120
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How can you lift a crate from the floor to a truck with the least amount of work be- 03-Core1B
ing done on the crate? Select the best answer below. i fit

a....Any .way you db it, the. work on the-crate is the same. .

b. Lift it with your hands.
c. Push it up an inclined plane.
d. Uie a pulley and a rope.

V.

Meas4fe the distance between each of the thrqe pairs of points, and report your an-
swers In meters.

1. B to C
2. D toE
3. A to E

03-COre-2B

In.each of the following cases, make the changes asked for,
. 3.8 m = cm

. 2. 0.9 m = cm
3. 75 cm = .m
4. 8 cm =

'03-Core-3B

Name the metric unit in which work is measured in ISCS. 03-Core-4B

Finkl out how much Work is done when you lift a spibigig from the .floor to your 03-Core-5B

desk top. Get the equipment you need to do this. Rqcord your measurements in 4

newtons and meters and record the answer in the correct units.

An opeptional definition kir work is 03-Core-GB

Complete the sentence below.

Geor0 lifted the box from the flooc mid put it on -the table. Nis. ISCS, classmates

said he was doing- on..th. box.
. .

4 03-Core-7B

I. .



03-Core-BB , A force measurer was used to pull a half-kilogram mass across the floor. What meas-
urements below would you use to measure the work done on the half-kilogram mass?
Choose as many as you need.- Do not calculate the work cione.

a.. The mass moved for 60 seconds.
b. The mass moved 160 cin.
c. The force measurer scale showed 7 newtons of force.
d. The speed of the mass was 2 cm per second.

.

03-Core-9B .Match the terms system, subsystem, and cdmponent with their definitions. Write.
the number of the term and. the letter of the matching definition on your answer
sheet.

Terms Definitions
I. System a. An object that is part of a system
2. Subsystem . b..A. person who fights another
3. Component (of .a system) c. kgroup of objects that interact

with each other.
d; A group of objects that interact
directly wit'hin a,system
e. A group of objects, such as a hat, a

. book, a feather, and a clod of dirt

03-Core-.10B

Phil

Hands

Beam

Upper hook

#01011

Arms

Lower pulley

Box_

Upper pulley

Lower hook

1.

Phil's bOx-lifting system is' shown. List four labeled components which form a sub-
system hi the .hox-lifting system. ,. I

It



Study the di;grams below.
1. List the letter of eachdiagram which shows a,singlp system.
2. Explain.whrany-diagrams you chose represent systems.

Diagram b Diagram c

03-Core-11B

Study the diagram of the electric drill.
1. List any of the sets of components listed.below which can-be'considered
a subsystem.
2. Explain why you selected the sets you did.

Terminals.

4.

Prongs Cord

Ring gear

Drill bit\

Chuck

Plug

. Drive gear
Drive shaft

'Componen
a. -prongs, lug, cord d.. terminals, plug, drive.gesar
b. prongs e. prongs, cord, drive shaft
c. motor, drive shaft, drive gear

03-Core-12B

4.

Select the phrases which describe the relationship ',between work and systemsr. A 03-Core-13B .

s)istem can .6`

a. have equal input work and outPuf work.
,b. transfer input work.

. .

c.- hive higher outPUt *ork than input W6rk.
d. use input Work to do useful work:

,



1.0

, 03-Core-14B Look at theidiagratn elow. The farmer (B) wants to lift a bale of cotton (C). To
rnove the cd , e 'puts a board (A) over a sawhorse (D) and places one end of the
board-under the cotton. He thten pushes down on the other end of the board and
lifts the cotton. . ,

1. What is the letter of the input component?
2. WIN is the letter of the output component?

a V

03-Core-15B In the diagram, consider the ball (A), the ruler (B), the table edge (C), and the 1/2 kg
mass (D) to be a system. After the appropriate number, write the letter that identi-
fies the sourceof 'the input work in the system and the letter that identifies the ob-

.
jec't on which the output work is done.

1. The input work is done on the system by
2. The output work done by the system is done on

03-COre-16B In the diagram below, think of the balance arm as a system. The. force measurer
shows a reading of 8 N and moved down 0,2 rn:'. the 4 N weight mOved up 0.35 m.

I. How much input work was*ne onthe system?
2. Hpw muah output Work was done b the s. stem?

:

a



Jean checked the equal-arm balance system shown below. In doing that, she lifted*
the 4 N weight 0.3 meter. Her partner Sally asked heihpw much input work 'she had
put into the system. What is the best answer Jean copld have given?

a. Exactly 1.2 N.m
b. Just a littlaess than 1.2 N.m 6-
c. It is impossible to say, since no force or/distance surements were made,
of the input work.
d. hit a little bit more than 1.2 Nil

03-Core-17B

Find the average of each of the following two sets of numbers. Show your .work.
I. 1.5, 3.5, and 2.4
2. 1.5, 26, and 3.8._

03-Core-18B

Rene Counted the turns of a phonograph turntable for one minute several times. Her
data from several trials are recorded in the table below. Why is the average of 78
turns probably closer to the actual number of turns per Minute than' the individual
figures for the six trials?

Trial Turns Per
Minute

1

2

3 .,

4

5 ,

19

80

76

79

77

Average 7.8

03-Core-19B

..

A

r".T
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03-dore-20B Four students etertnihed the weight of a jar of sodium sulfate. Each student
weiiked the jar two times. Their data are shown in the chart below.

I

Student
_.

Trial 1
(in N)

Trial 2
(in N)

Bill 4.801. py, 4.798

Ann 4.803 4.802

Art 4.797 4.799

Dick 4.796 4:863

Why shouldn't thestudents expect to get the same answer each time?

o.

03-Core-21B Get from your tea her either a copy ofthe graph below or grid papei. (On grid Raper)
copy the ,graph b1ö, label the axes, plot the points, and draw the line.). Using the
graph,, fitid-the mass in grams of the following.

:1. 11 sinkers
, 2. .3 sinkers'

3. 7 sinkers 30
.4. 5 sinkers . .

- r
,

.

.

.

4

-...
I

. :

.

1

4

I

.

.

.

I

.

...

-

i

.

I

25

2 4 6 ' 8 10 12 )
NUMBER OF SINKERS

.rs
e.

.

'..03-Core-22B Bill attached his force measurer to a chalkboard eraser and then pu1let:1 the eraser
across his table. The forte measurerreading as the erasermoved along was 0.3 new-

.

:.

tons. What is the name of the force he was measuring?

9*pore-23B . Explain Why the work'put into a systetti,hai, to be greater than'the output work de3-
,

sire& .
. . -

.4

;

2.

.)



When you rub sandpaper on a board, the sandpaper gets.hot. What force causes the
sandpaper to get hot?

--01COre-2413

.
.Think of an empty box being dragged across a concrete drive. 1Vhat would happen 03-Core-r*
to the amount iirfiiclion if two/bricks were placed in the box?

9

Mr. Jenkins wanted to find out wliat kind of gasoline was, best. He also wanted to 03-Core-26B
Iknow which of his four cars went the farthest on a gallon of gasoline. He put a dif-.

ferent kind or bsoline in each car. He then. drove each of the cars and checked his
mileage.. What is wrong with Mr. Jenkins's experiment? 0

Joan did a study of noise. She dropped a skate'wetl and a sinker from her desk top -.03-Core-27B
onto a carpeted floor.

1. Name a variable that is unchanged in both cases.
2. Name a variable that changes in the two cases.

A toothpaSk manufacturer wants to know which of three chemicals will best de- 03-Core-28B
stroy the bacteria which cause tooth decay.-

1. y/fiat variable should be purposely iaried in his experiment?
5_ 'After the manufacturer has made the,changes proposed in part 1, what
variable does he study the changes .

A racing car owner wants to know wliich of three kinds of engine oil will allow his
car engi.ne to make the most revolutions per minute. Natuially he will make all the
tests on his own enginel. Name two other factors he should keep unchanged if his .

trials are to be useful.

acore-29B

In the pulley arrangement shown in .the diagram below, the mass and tbe pulley to-
.

gether weigh 20 N and will be lifted 20 cm. 'Read the sentences which follow. Se-.

lect the one-quantit, in parentheses which best completes eachsentence, and record
your answers.

1. To raise the mass and pulley 20 cm,
the force would have to move ( 10, 20,
40) cm.
2. .The amount of force required to
raise the combined weight''of 20 N of .
the' mass and the pulley by pulling._on
the rope would be about (10, 20, 40)

, -

newtons.

03-Xxc 9-1B

-ti

,

Gr..)

7
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.03-EXc. 10-4B ' ./ In 4xcursion 10, you investigated 'the relatiow of input work to output work using. t

three-diffelint pUlley sysiems. ,i, . , ,,
.,..,' ' i! . 1, How 'does', the input work coippare to. output Work in movable polley sys-

1
. . . c \. \

teMs? , , ,.,

2. Why would you use movable Pulleys tq lift object, f_, ,

03-Ext 11-113 The piano movers tried fo; use a ten-foot ranielaced over the, front steps of a house,
(. .

.\ to move-a pano intO the house. They. couldn't push the piano up gr ramtk.
. .(1. If the nlen replaced/he ramp With a strong twenty-foot r.amp, would the

(
./ . force recluired to push 014>piano Up it be decreased, increased, Or not changed?

,

2. Why is this the daSe when the longer rant is used? :
. .

, , t: , , . $,

,03-Exc 12-111
(.

at

"'

Mrs. Williams holds 'a seesaW while Harold:who weighs 400 N,clithibs on ihe right
end 3 meterVhom the pivot. After his sigter Lela, who weighs 350,N, gets on the
other end,at 4 meters, Mrs. Williams lets go,

1:s Will the greater moment then cause the seesaw to turnclockwise or coun- .

terclockwise? ,

2. W.itat is the amount bifTerence ih the momentS?

03-Exc 13-1B Find the aveiage to one decirrial, place for each set ot.numbers. ShOw your work.
1.' 8%, 71/2, 73%
2, 4V4, 51/2, 33%

.
'2 3
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;Ns,

:
The Wood, Wock shown below is dragged three times over a 'table: Each time a dif-
ferent surface, A, II, or C,, iS on the table. Which statetnent below tiest describes the

' result?' The force of friction
: ,

.
.

,s , r 4
a. will be greater on surface 8, than on C because the weight on B is areater
'than on Cr

,

4 g b: ,will be gieatest oti surface A _because all the, weight is on the smallest sus,
faCe.

,.. .

c. will be the Irne On all surfaces because .the tothl Weightoictthg on each
. .

surface is the same in all, three cases. ,

d. will bt the ',smallest on suyface C b'eCauSe it has the greatest area: -..
.

,3

:ca

03-Exc.14-1B

4.

I,
4

t
. r
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4 ?

vth

'et;
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4
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t,

Imagine that a. c1oeltSrerIng,,is,wouml or 'a. trigger ii cocked. What kincl of energy is 04-Core-113

given to Oie clockspring or file trigger? Select the best answer below.
..

a. pdtential energy x
f;b. motion energy

C., grayi,t4ttional energy
i d. heat energy'

4.

4.

Loa4ed armons, diesel"fuel,,and.a, roc*, otra ledge haVe potential energy.. As poten-
trial rg.),)ig use:d in thatientence, what dOes it mean? ,

.04-Core-2B

The spirrigig is rolled.up the track frin 3 to.6ts the sirikers unwind.from the shaft. 04-pore-3B.
.Record theletters of any Measurements you wou1c1 use to calculate the change in the
potential energy offthe,spfitigig.

a. Weight 4.f the sinker in'newtons 6
b. Weight:Of thetspiriigig in rieWtons
c.. Height 2 in 'meterS
d. , Height .5 abOve the floorM Meters
e:,,pistance 2 up qte track in meters

A

,

I 'I

Three different hammers are used at the circus by some of the performersiddrive'-
tent stakes into the ground.*The height at which ,the harrimer is held before.swinging
is given tOr each one. .Calculate the potential.eriergy each .hamnier could supply to
drive .the stak6s. Show'your calculations and ansvkr§ on your paper

.

' I

,

Performer
i

Weight of Hammer
(in newtons)

Height above.:§take,
(in meters)

- ,,
1. Midget
.2. Average Man
3. Giant . .._'

4.5
8.3' .

13.0 #-

.0.6
1,3
2:0 ..

S-

04,Core24B

1
4.

fer.



04-Odre-5B

- .

. '
,

- s... .

.,
I If Harold lifts a box off the ground to the top of'..a wall, does he 'give it
e4rgy?
2. :lf so, what kind of energy does he give it? If not,'why doesilh hi give.it
energy?

.

, 04-Core-6B
,

' What is a unitin the metric system used in ISCS tO report thegravitational potentia
energY 'of an object? *

, .
.. 94:COre-76

.
Yoiir instruCtor has suspended an object, laheled 04-Core-7B,above 'the floor. Use

,: 1116' .,0-...-. . your force meaSurer and meterstick.tO find its pbtential,cilergy.,, Show your Meas-
' urements anci:Calculations: ' ' ,

. ,

04-COre-8B -Look at the diagram below. The motor lif4 the weight wherythe
,
wires,are hooked

,

frOth.the battery:
Name Hie component doing the input work.

2. Name the component receiving. the output'w6tk.
ISCS motor

Thread
,

:

Weight

, a

OCCpre-Ok
,

... What dOes inpurkork 'mean?

047Core-10B
,

Select the phrase that completes the following sentence, The,object that does work
on something else in a systini.is called the. 0 s

a. output work. . $
,z.

b. input work.* ,

..4 .
. ..

. c; energy.receivee'
d. energy supplier.

IX-Core-. 11 B
e .

-Select the phrase that completes the following sentence. The object that has work
done on it by somitliing else:in a system is called the

a. energy siipplipr. ...b. output work. . ,,

c. input work,"
d. alert recayer, . .

,
. ?\_

2
4 d
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,

Tell .a wly in.which kat* can decide whethei or not an iblect, has motion enerrj.
You may use an.example yOu ,

-

. , r
-

,,
1/4

1

04-Core-120.
:

" Set i,n tht roller, bearing blocks, you.haye a 4-disk spinigig with a string.wrapped
around its axle.' 1 Attached to the string is one sinker that can fall 1 meter and cause. .

the 'spinigig to,spin..'' What &ea. would incs,easing the number of, sinkers have.on the
. .

spinigies,speed of rotation?

'A

. 04-Core4313.

.-

Suppose your spinigig turnS--15,tiMes in 30 secondg: What is its speed in turns per
, ,second? Show your calculations on your.Open ,

04-Core-14B

,

What does the curved 'line on the graph. tell you aboUthe birthrite ofbearatin
game ireserve? Compa,re the change in the birthraterbetween 'the 5th and

v 6th years with the thange between'thelst, and 2nd years.)

A

4

All
IP511111
/A 111111

min il
1 4 5 6

YEARS

04-Core-15B

,

If yoi,i are asked to report the speed of a spinning object such is a spinigig, what unit' 04-Core-16B

do you use? .

Get some graph paper, draw a pair of axes, and label them as shown below.. Use 04tore-17Br .

your grid and the 'table below. taplot rocket speed against fuel used. Draw a best-fit
. .

line for the plotted'points.

Rocket Speed Per MI of Fuel

Speed
(nTITsi-c-)

.,Puel,

(ml/sec)

2. 10I.,
4 15

6 .19
.8 22

4 10 23
12 25

14, 26
16 27
18 27

j% '..-. .4
.

,I ,

A

1 '

I 0

,

"It

)
..,

.

.

i
-'

.

!
. r

I I
1

IM
I

A I

121418 18 0
I 2 4 8 8 '10

ROCKET SPEEO (m/soc),

a.

'Sy

'

4

lr . .1

I, .1



04-Core48B 'What Iwo thipgs tiOei..th4:pest-fit Curied line on the, Oid below, tell yoti 'abbot the
pull 9f imivOr' on the:4*ceship as.it gets farthq.froth the earilVii

.*

VII
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DISTANCE (in millions of. km)

04-Core-19B A spinigig with I disk and a String wrapped around ItS axle is set into the roller skate
'wheels and placed on the track, Attachod to, the string are 4 sinkers that cap fall tWo
meters and cause the spinigig to spin. What effectvould increasing the number of
disks on the spinigig have on its speed of rotation?

04-Core.:20B . Define mass: (Hiht: Consider, how it is used in the following sentence.) The mass
of the rUbber ball was equal to the mass of the golf ball,

04-core-21B

.

Delano picked up a chair and set it on a table. The Chair, gained potential energy.
What kind of energy did Delano.apply to the chair?

04-Core-243 I. What kind of energy doeS an elevator have when it is held thirty feet above
, the ground floor by a'cable?

2. If the cable is cut and the elevator falls, its energy changes. What kind.of
energy is it changed to?
3; What force acts upon the elevator after the eihle is cut to ithange the
energy?



. 1

Look
,

at the diagram below. A man,,uses a sledge &Miler to..driiie a post into the . (*Core-2313.
. ground. Wheti the hammer is SWung, ii 'strikes .the top of the Postand pUshes it into ,":, ',. .,-

,
'the grdund: A

1. Name the supplier of input energy to ,the sYstem. .

2, Name the receiver Of output energy floM the system'.,

Mien a fist moves, it h.as energy. It can knock on a door. 'How could the energy 04-Core-248
of a moving fist be measured as it strikes the door?

,

The' force required to slide a bale of straw on the ice .is 8.4 newtons.. Helen was ikat-. ' 04.Cors25B
ing on the ice.. She fell and slid into the bale of. straw., The bale. moved .5 meters.
How much mdtion energy. did Helen, have if it Was all given to the bale of straw?

0-

A
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. -.:

. . / 1.

.

v.

, -. In the diagraM, below, arrows correctly show the dirdction in wh ch five spinigigs are

i ;moving. However, some di th6".ItibeIs 'are.incorreck 'List the number of eaCh of -the.
,

. .v

incorreCt Iabelt.
.. . ,

.

a

,.

.

,

'',"
1 ,

.. .... ..

6 7 8, 9 10
...

. 1

Energy supplier Energy receiver Energy supplier Energy supplier Energy supplier

, Energy receiver

1

Energy supplier

2

,

:

r.."

,Ehergy'receiver

Energy.roceiver

Energy receiver

3

4 .

. a

:

i

04-Exc 154B 'Europa is h moon Of the planet .Jupiter. It Is smallerthan earth's moon 'The force
of gravity on -a 1 kg.maSs on EuroPa is about 1.07. newtons. On earth, it IS abc`i4t:,.,,

9.8 newtons.
1. .1f a bowling ball were taken from earth to Etiropa, would its, Maas change?"

2. What would happen to its weight? 4

3. Haw, didyou know what answers to give?
a

a

04-Ext 15-2B A golf-club was taken to the moon by one of the aStronauts,

; . ' , ," I. pid the mass of the golf club change during (he trip? ' .i.

2. What have you learned'about mass that siipPorts yogr answer?
* . .1

'44
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. ,t.e-

'1 \.,
r 2.;

Answer both 1 and 2 belpyibyetelecting,the letter that best completes the Sentenee-
: ,.ineach case. .- . : .

,,

-1. Excursion. 16, "Torerunnerkof Space Trdiel," tells hoW eleven men who
.. Aived. from _400 R.C. to 1725 A.D. develoPed ideas about astronomy. One

Ihing,piat all of these men did was - . .'
-.. a: contribute new 'ideas..

b. :loOk, through telescopes to observe the stars and planets.
c. study,geograplwand pathematics. :. ,. .

d. bnild rocketS'or spaceships:- , .Q
.

/215"Newton 'said, "III have`scen further ;than other men; it isbecause rhave
. . ,. . ! e

stood on ;he Shoulders of giants.": He meant that
. :,-.

, ;ii..ther,dslling,.apple causedtirn to see Stars...
'b '.. he lwl 'the achiantage of others' ideas and:cod improve and advace I..1 . , 1

theiti:'
.

:d. he Yds Short himself but could see farther when someone held hini-up. .!:,

L..; .." d. Kepler's idea...of planets in,dibitS. could bp explained, brhiseWh idea. of `*
the p.u11-Of gravity, ,.... .. ;

,

OitExc 16.113

.

, Each of .the'fO1loWing four statenients describes a relationship between the variables.
"..aie and Beside th number of eackstatement, record the letter of the graph

,showS the Same. relationship, .

.- .1. As-age increases, height decreases at a changing rate.
*: 1 As age increases, height decreases at aconstant rate.

3. As age increases, height increaSes at a'cOnstant rate.
4. As age increases, height increases at a changing rate,.

4.

Graph a,
10

.e
.0!

4

.td 17' 'X
e

e
k

Graph c

S.
1
(.9

V S.
.

.

AGE AG E

s

Ac:

10

,' .

10

. 1I X
(..7 (.7

ILI
.

11J
X IS.

AGE 10

Graph d

t.

04Excl7-16
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t
AG 131 10

r?,



. 04-Exé 19,1B. .

.Graph
a

10

0

a..

4

After the.number'-of each ot the following- four statements;" match the letter of the .,

i,

graph thatilluStrates the "re1ations4ip described in the statement. You may use the :
letter of a 'graph.more than once. . ,

.,

1. When 'height increases :at a '-epnstant rate, speed decreases at a, constant,
.c. . N'.

,, , ;rate.. , ..: .

2. When height increases at a'constant rate, speed is-tot changed. ,

3. When }tight increases ata cqnstant rate, speed increases at a constant rate.
4; When height: dec.reages at a, Constant rate, 'speed increases,at a constant

. rate. 1 ,..

HEIGHT, 10

Graph b
10

LLI

a.
c/)

111111111111111111111111
Ir1111111111.1111M1111

1111M111111.111
111113111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
111111111111W111111111
1111111111101111111111
111111111111101.111111

HEIGHT 10 .

Graph c

10

I

111111111111111111111111M111

1111111111111111111111ill
IIiiinM11111111111111
1111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111Nommumeme
giNumumimii
11111111111111111111.1111

111111111111111M
111111111111111111111111111

HEIGHT .10 2' .

04-Exc 19-1B

,
Objects Which "fall move faster andfaSter as they are acted on by graVity. A ten-story

building is on fire.. PeoPle are dropping their Possessions out the .windows. ONeet A,

which hai a mass of 3 kg, is dropped from the fourth floor of the 1?uildin'g. It has a

speed of 7 meters,* secondwhen it neats,the groOnd. 'objeet 11/, whose mass is 15 kg,

is dropped from thesecond floorand h,48 a speed of' 3 meterS per second as it mars the
ground. Use the formula KE = ihmSh to answer the following questions: 'Your an-

Swers will be in newton-meters.
1. Which. 'of the Iwo has the greater kinetic energy? How much more-does it
have? Show your calculations.
2. Which Of the two would do nibredarnage if it hit the top of a parked ear?
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When kspring has been stTetched;'what kind of energy does it have? , os-core-li
.4

Trial 1 ,,. ..

0 i
Trial 2 '.

o i

Average of foice of blade 7.2 N 8.5 N

Distance blade tip ,moved 0.044 m 0.017 m .

I 4-

Mirk donvon cart ; '1" 0.307 N-m 0.125 N.m

used her force measurer as ,,the _input' work supplier to he l. water-clock cart. .

When she studied her. data, she saw that "in.Trial 1 she had used a smaller.force than
in Trial 2. $he then noticedlhat more,Work had been done on the cart using the
irrialka- force. Coul4 this be trge? Explain your answer;

05-Core-2B

V

,A, . ..
Ed bought a gim that shoots-rubbei-tipped darts. Henoted that it -took 0.5. newton - .'. 05core-3B..
of ,force to start to push the dart into'the gun....The force had tO be increased to 5.5
newtons to complete the -task. IV notedlhat a force Wasjpplied against the .dart...
for 0;12 m. What was the.'potential. energy of . the spring vhen. it 'Was fully ,Com,

,....

'pressed?
,

.,-

Define kinetic energy,with an operational definition: 05-Core-4B

'HoW cadYOU tell if a,water-clock cart has kihetiC.energy?

so
HoW' would you: measure the am'ount of 'kinetic energy..a moving automobile has? s 05-Core-6B

.,.; William Tell pulleCi a bowstring through the five .ipositions labeled on the diagram -:,057Cori,7B
,, beloW...After holding the bowstringA.E for a second, he released it. -:. ,

I. IdentIfy by letter the position at which the-potential energy of the 150*
, st.

string was the greatest. , , -. .. ..;
. , .,

2.- Identify by letter the poSItion at, whiCh the-kinetic(motion) energwof the,
'4-bowstring was the greatest.',.

,;
. .
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An objeet at L weighs 4.9 N. A second object 'ai weighs.2.4 N.' .

,

.W.hichoyhe falloWing states the directiOn.of Movement: L to M or N to
I

\

.

2.. Which of_ the following correctly states the amount ,of force.; acting t4
produce the tnation: 73 Is1, 2.5 N,, or 1.1.8 N?

,11

05-Core-9B ,

V

Look at the record beloW of the ifiovegient of a Watertclock cart. ThiS' recf;rd was

made by a moing cart which dropped'a drop of water every'two seconds.
I. List the letters between which the cart's *speed is increasing.
2. 'List the, letterS between whiCh the. cares speed is dicreasing.
3. Li§t th'e letters between which the cart's speed is constant.

C

..

A
Ic 2 X x xy.
0

E .

X , x x *x X X X X XXX X X:r
I I I I If

10 .. 20 30 40 50 '60 70 80 90. -100 ; 1 t0,4. 120

DISTANCE (in cm)

;

. 05-Core-10B Neal set a.marbje at the top of an incline& Plane and released it without pushing it..
What force caused the marble to roll down the incline?

05-Core 11B A Ping-Pang ball bounced once, th'en rolled on. the floor. It gradually slowed doWn
and stopped rolling. 'What force caused the Ping-Pong ball to slow down and stop?'

,

05-Core-12B* A generator is an envy converter in Willett tinetiC 'energy is changed to useful" .

electrical. energy. When the output electrical energy is measured, haWever,, it 'is

always less than the amount of input, mechanical. erkergy. What:force causes thigy

,decreaSe?
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1.. Vrite the letter of ttii choice that comidetes-thesenterfeelmst. When 84 ,t Oetore-13B .4..

ne*ton.meters .bf input:Work clOne by a horse on a treadmill, the tread-
, .

mill might do .

. 11

al 84 newtOnpeterS of output work.
b. 37 newtonmeters of output work.
c. 1 54 newton.meters of-outtPut wart.

2. Wrjte the letter of the reason for your choice.,%.
a. Because in a system input work is always greater than 'output work
b. Because the horse doesn't waste any energy

Because the treadmill saves work, as a machine does

r.

Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence. As he took off, Craig-
05-Core-1413

Breedlove spun the wheels of his jet-powered car on the Bonneville Salt Flats. The
wheel-spinning. caused_the -temperature of the tires to (increase, decrease, stay the*
same). ..

ir
I 1

Nan* six forms in which energy-exists. Oti-Core-1513....

Think of .the clianges in energy that ocCur in the following situation. 'A box
1. is lifted from the floor,
2. reaches its maximum height of 2 m and stops,
3. falls, and .

05-Core-168

4. is. about to strike the floor.,
For each: numbered ste0 aboVe, select two things from the table belt the letter
'(e, f, g, or h).of the phrase which describes.the potential energy of t e box at that
Mornint and a letter (m, n, 9, or. p) which desCribes the ,Iiinetic energy of the bin( at.
'the same moment. . ° k .- f

Potential Energy
.

Kinetic Energy,
e. gains potential energy
f. loses pOtential energy
g. lowest potential energy
h. greatest potential energy

,

in. gainstinetic energy
n. receiveS input of kinetic energy

.

o. no kinetic energy.
\p. greatest kinetie energy

.-

If light is a form of energy, then it can do w k. Describe a way tiat you. tell if light
energy is present in some way besides seeing e light orin object which the .light
illuminates. Also state what4yOu would need te do,:tO measure the amount or in-
tensity of the light. I

c 06-Core-17B.

....,,,Jennifer says shetnoWs that light is a fortn Of energy bec use light cal) do work. She
cail prove it by .naming two devices that do work when li t shines On them. Name
bne of the instruments, and tell how it proves that ligh is a form of energy..

.05-Core-18B
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05-Core-19B . Get a pain) glass, arid tat it uritil all:the liquidis in one of the-'6Ullis:r Hold the full

'bulb gentlyjn, yoiii.hand,, asishowh.lif the picture-below... fle'stie. the crOss tube is

-.. .0e1ow, the bulbs and the einptY,bulb is higher. Choose the dorrect answer below.'

What.tausei the liquid ta:move-toward the other ini10
4 1 ..

\

a. :Light energy
'Animal sense energy

c. Pressure
d: Heat energy

Al.

t

..

CAUTION: HOLO.GENtLY

05-Core-2013 Give t42ro-eximilles .which show ihat,elictrical energy caiv.hei- phanged into kinetic

energy. : ,
05-Core-21B Read the following story. While working OnChapter 10, Richard put nails ihto holes

and lof the force measurer arid pushed the cart back until the blade.touched the
. ,

. nail in hole 3. (You may lvok #t a force measurer if you wish.) Theithe9bserved the

follOwing things.
,

0,
I. The blade was bent back,.

,.

2...The blade snapPed.forward (from hole. 3:to hole 1).
3. The cartlifted the'sinkers
Penny stopped thCart, but it slipped."e
4, ,The sinkers began to fall, and the dart Specitackwards.

' 5. The blade bent back,when the,cart hitit. *, , , .....: .. q

: 6. The sinkers lay flat on thelloor. ":. .

= . -.Beside the numberfof each .step, Write P-K if potenjirenergy is.bein Dinged to

kirietic i'nergy and K-y if kinetic energy is be'Ang ged to poten energy. Write-

N if there is no change in thilorni of energy:. I I
1

0,15-Com2213 Write the letters of all the statements which are true about energy.

a. Energy can be.theasured by speed.times force: '

b. Energy can be changed from.one form fO Another.
c. Energy can be transferred from one syStem to another.
.d. Energy can exist in more than one form.
e. EnergY can be identified as having density.

. 4
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Examine the diagrarh below.
... 1. State the form.or forMs 9f input energy sh9Wh in the diagrhm.

2. State the form or forms of output enefgy shown.in the diagram.

05-Core-23B

In youlr'.home, you-'use many things which convert energy frOm one forin into 05-Coni-24B
anotheT. .

.

I.. List three energy convertersfound in.your home.
2. Give the form of the iinput energy and the output energy for each. For ,

examPle, light bulb: input energy .-. electrical; output energr' heat and -:

- ... light.. , 7. ,

-J

p.

A water clock drips 39 'drops in 19 seconds. The water-clock cart leaves a trail of
water drops 4 cm apart. What is the speed of the.cart in centimeters per second?

05-Exc 20-1B

eierre, an ISCS student; watched a beetle walking arounethe circumference of a
spinigig disk whichhung in the ratk. He timed -one of the trips around and found. it
took the beetl:, 6 seconds. How far did the beetle walk? At what speed was it mov-
ing? YOU may get a spinigig, 50 cm string..and a meterstick tO make whatever meas-.
urernents you .need.. Show your measurements and your calculations'. Report your
answer in Centimeters 'per second.

05-Exc 21-1B

The f011owing things are known about a spaceship.
-- a. It has a thrtist of 1,500,000 lbs.

1),. It-has a mass of 12,000 mans units.
It can accelerate irs. flight With an additional thrust. Of 850,000, lbs.

d. It passes the planet Murat a speed of 22,700 miles per hour.
Write the letter of each variable needed io calculate the SpaceshIp's momentum.

05-Exc ,22-1B

I
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0 Assume thlt alquiPmenf sitovan th d arm below is all in good working order.
.* I. ill fhe bell ring? *-

hy dG you believe the bell will or will not ring?

r

;

Battery

Bell -

06-Oore-1B

Get the bottle of blue solution labeled 06-Core-2. -Your activities in Chapter t2 in-
) elude using this solution to coat the- carbon rod with a reddish-brown substance.

,Which material in this.solution contributed thetcoating on the rod?
a. copper
b. water

. c. oxygen
d. sulfate f

06-Core-2B

The carbon rod in box 06-Core-3 is covered with a material produced during the 06-Core-3B
comected with Chapter 12. What is the coating made of?

,A rechargeable battery is connected lo an electric battery Qhar.er. Select .the letter
of ttiesentence below which describes the energy' conversion w thin the battery dur-
ing the charging.

a. Electrical eneirgy is changed into chemical energy.
b. Chemical en6gy.is changed into kinetic energy.

Electrical energy is changed into kinetic energy.
. d. ChemiCal energy is changed into electfical ener y.

Name he form of energy that is stpred in a battery.

06,Core-4B .

Le' 06-Core-5B

Wh'at happensinside a rechargeable .battery in a portable TV set during -
c.harging?.

*2. When it dischargei. to the TV set, what.haiipens inside the battery?

06-Core-68

.

.Leonard has a battery,' 2 motors, and 3 test leads. What must he do to make a com- ... 06=Coreil7B

. plete electrical circuit? You may use ,a diagratpas part of your'answer. II
6

1 z
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4,4

, .
,. 06-Core-8B Go get 1 charged fl shligkt battery, 2 biulbs and sockets, and 3 test leads. Using

'. these materials, connect the two bulbs in' a series Circuit, Show your teacher what
you have dOnen l

.,-

'S'
I t

06-Core-9B Draw a diagram showing a switch, a liaTtery-,--a light bulb, and two motors connected
in series.

06-Core-10B For each of the following statements, state whether the Actrical devices mentioned
are wired in parallel or in series with each other. Write series or parallel on your an-
siger sheet next to he number -for. each statement.

I. A lamp has two light bulbs in it. Oneetulb is 60 watts. The other bulb is
100 watts. The lamp is turned on, and the 60-watt bulb burns out. But the
100-watt .bulb still stays on. How are the twO'bulbs in the lamp wired?
2. When the switch on a lamp is turned off, the light goes out. When the
switch iT turned on; the bulb burns lirightly. How are the switch on the lamp
and the bulb wired?
3. Suppose you Wish to roast Meat in an electric ovOin. Yilu set the electric
timer on your oven for two hours. At the end of tvk houd, the timer rings
and shuts off. The oven also shuts off. .How ire the timer and ihe oven
wired?

.

06,Core-11B Draw a diagram, which show a- battery, a bulb, and two motors wired in parallel.

06-Core-12B Get the following: 1 charged "D" size battery, 3. bulbs and sockets, and 6 test leads.
Using these materials, connect the three brilbs in a parallel circuit. Show your teach-
er what you have done:

06-Core-13B

-

° Look at the circuit diagramed below. Suppose you addeclaan additional motor in
series with the circuit. How would this affect the amount of electrical 'energy the-
other motor and the bulbs receive?

71,

Motor Bulb

:
4 ')



The amount of current flowing in the circuit diagramed beioW can be resiuced in sev- 06-Ccire-146
eral ways. State.one way in which the current, can be reduced but not stopped. 4

Battery

Switch

Bulb

Each diagram below represents eithdr a series or a.-parallel circuit Oti your paper,
beside the number of each diagram, name the type of circuit it shows.

06-gbre-15B

Battery Switch

Battery Bulb :6

Battery Switch

Diagram 4

Battery Switch



4

06-dore-16B Passing elearRity through a resistor causes the temperature of the resistor to rise.
Why does this happen?

06-Core-17B

,

Look at ttie diagtam w., A wire coil of about fifty' turns of copper wire is tungl
from a support so th t it can MOVe freely. A magnet is brought near the coil wit out
toughing it. What will happen when the switch is closed?

-r-

Magnet

06-Core-18B In what way is the magnetic strength of a coil of wire changed by changing the nuin-
ber Of loops in the coil?

06-Core-19B Record the letter cif each statement below which identifies a characteristic of energy.
'Energy can

a. be destroyed.
b. .exist in more than one form. .

c. be transferred frqm one system to another.
d. be measured by speed multiplied by distance.

,

. 06-Exc 23-1B This battery, as it is pictured, will not produce(enough ele'ctricity to light a bulb.
Write the letter of any change listed below which would let the battery produce
more electrical energy.

a. Using strips made of different metals
b. Using a cardboard divider
c. Using a test tube rather than a hattery)ar
d. Using a different solution, such as copper sulfate

I.

Ammonium chloride tolution

4



Chemical energy can be stored 'and then changed to'other forms. Write the letter of 06-Exc 24-1B
any sentences below in which it is possible to say that the stored chemical 'energy is
changing.to other forms.

a,; The brown coating on the lead stripjn your ISCS. battery disappeared
when electricity was produced.
b. A black substance appeared when zinc metal was placed in copper sulfate
solution and the solution got. hot.
c. Hubbles'appeared around the zinc metal strip when it was placed in)sop--
per sulfate solution.
d. None of those are correct. .

Sonia measures ,the length of a copper electrode using a Wooden meterstick. She
getS a length of 18.2 cm. Next she measures the electrode, using a plastic ruler,
which is more precise. She gets a length of 18.28 cm. Finally, she uses an engineer's
metal ruler, which gives her a length of '18.275 cm. Sonia says now she knows that
the 18.2 crn length she recorded earlier is in error and that the length of the .elec--
trode is exactly 18.275 dm.

1. Do you agree or disagree with Sonia? .

2. Why?

06-Exc 25-113

te

Chris plotted points for data he collected using a spinigig. The points were located 06-Exc 25-26
as shown on the grid below. Get grid paper from your teacher. Label the axis, and
plot the points as shown below. Then draw the best-fit line for the points.
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08-Exc 28-1B. The electrical outlets Jn Iggy's homie are wired in parallel. Write the letter of the
seitence below that exPlains What that means.

as The circuit contains more light bulbs than if it had been wired in series.
b.: The eloctrickty can.tw through ,the circuits in any one of several.paths.
c. If the TV is switchedipff, the popcorn popper will stop popping.

The TV, stove, and stereo will work whetlier or not they are switched
on.
e. All of the above ate correCt.

,

08-Exc 27-1B The following diagram shows a copper wirepassing through a piece of wood on
which several coniipasses have been placed. On your"answer sheet, trate the wood
and compasses. Then, use arrows to show the direction the compass needles will
pOint when the switch is" closed and electricity is passing through the wire.

1 ;
)4,
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/Select the answer which is not true.of a scientific model.
. a. It is useful

b. It explains observations. .1

c. It may in some case,s be represented by a'physical object or a sketch.
d. It is an experimental observation:

07-Core-1B

*_Selectihe best answer.. Seientific models c9me.into exigence by being
a. extracted from nature, using microvopes.
b. discovered in nature, using telescopes.
c. thought up by men,,using their observations.
d. foUnd among data.and pieced together.

-
07-Core-2B

What are two things a good scientific model does? 07-Core-3B

-Select the statement below which best tits your understanding of the models that
scientists use. A scientific model

a. cannot bc shown to be incorrebt.
b. provides correct answers to all Scientific questions.
c. describes what acitually happens in nature and therefore is correct.
d. is not used because it is Correct, but because it is useful in explaining ob-
servations and predicting other observations.

07-Core-4B

The, 1SCS model for eleetriCity-explains electricity 'by* using the idea of an electro- 07-Core-5B

particle. Name three things about the electroparticle that are assumed to be true.

Assume that the electroparticle Model exPlains electricity. On your anSwer sheet,
describe. the path through the battery-battery Charger circuit that we assume electro-
particles follow. Tell what happens to the plectroparfticldat.each step as a batt,ery

becomes charged.

High energy terminal Low, energy terminal

97-Core-6B

\

Operating battery charger

Dr: Alice Pierce wants to explain gravity in terms of a new model. Can more than
one model be developed which can tie sed to explain gravity? If not, why not?
If so, hovi would a scientist decide whichvodel to use?

07-Core-7B
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07-Core-8B Describe the Process of charging a battery, using .the electroparticle model to tell
what happens. /

07-Core-9B When a charged battery is connected to an electric bell and th circuit is complete,
the bell rings. Using the ISCS,electroparticle model, explain liow the energy travels
through the circuit and how it makes the bell ring.

07-Core-10B Think of the ISCS electroparticle model for el ity, and tell what happens at the
poles (terminals) of. a battery. The batter is par of a complete circuit -to a bell.

4

07-Core-11B What is the effect of adding t resistor tola circuit thro gh which current is flowing?
Use the electroparticle model' to explain what happens.

07-Core-12B A circuit contain* charged battery, i light bulb, and a esistor. Select the factor
below which determines how many electroParticles will pass through the resistor in
two minutes if the battery has a good charge:"

a. The size of the elbctroparticles
b. The'size of the light bulb
c. The energy of each electroparticle
d. The charge of the battery

.4 \

07-Core-1.3B The ISCS electroparticle model does not answer several questions about electricity
flow. List threeof them.

07-Core-14B An ammeter must be connected in series with a circuit to meas re the current the
circuit receives. Why?:

07-COre-15B _ Study the diagram below to determine how the electricity measurer is connected in
the circuit. When it is connected in this manner, what does it meawsore?,

1

. ? . '



Select the best answer. below. Accepted units of ileasurernent come into existence 07-Core-16B .

when they are .

a. set by nature.
b. 'experimentally discovered by scientists.
c. defined by people.
d. found by experience.

One way to describe electricity is to use the electroparticle model. DeSeribe the 07-Core-17B

process of charging a battery, using this model. e (

1 1

,

What is the standard unit for measuring electrical current? 07-00re-18B

Name the unit of measurement, used s a standard for' measuring electricaleirrgy
carried by an electroparticle.

07-Core-IN

Carefully study the setup your teacher has assembled in box 07-Core-20. As it is
set up, it is an ammeter. Change it to a voltmeter. Show your setup to your teacher.

07-Core-20B

*Get an ISCS electricity measurer .kit, four D batteries in holders, five test leads, and
y blank tongue depressor mounted on a 1/2 kg mass with rubber bands. Using these

"ormaterials, make a voltmeter scale for the ep,c:.tricity measurer. eel%

07-Core-21B

I. Constr'uct circuit A. Close thr -witch .an4 measure the current flow. and 07-Cote-22B
repOrt your. measurements. Show your ammeter hookup to your teacher.
2. Now hook up circuit B. Close the switch and measure and record the
total Current flowing in the circuit. Show your hookup to your teacher,

4
Circuit A

c

Circuit B

ft

Battery Switch 'Battery Switch
.)

et,9



07-Core-23B Suppose you connected an electricity measurer to a circuit, closed the switch,* and
the, pointer moved in the wrong direCtion, as shown in the diagram. What should
you do to cause the meter pointer to move in the other direction?

. ...

nn

IIM.

Battery

Electlicity measurei-447

Switch

1-

07-Co-re-2413 How will adding an additional motor in series in this circuit affect the amount of
electrical energy eaCh of the bulbs receives?

Switch

1 1

Battery
Motor Bulb

,



A returned Apollo space capsule is in the Pacific waitin.g to be picked up. .As a 07-Exc 28-1B
.helicopter hovers overhead, it drops Navy, frogmen into the water. Their drop
produces Waves that pass under the floating capsule. Which of the following staft-.
ments best describes the motion of the space capsule on the water?

a. Up and down in nearly the same tipot
b. Away from the helicopter
c. Towards the helicopter

.d. Impossible to answer unless you know if the waves are movifig away from
or towards the helicopter

Get a water trough, and fill it with 2 inches a water: Put a cork in the middle, and 07-Exc 28-2B
cause waves by slowly tapping the water surface with a pencil at one end-of the pan.
Does the cork-water ystem move hprizontally across thelank away from or toward
the wave source, or doesn't the systemomove horizontally at all? What, if anything,
does travel across the surface of the water?

Read the following story. kssume that both persons are stating corredt fug.
Vic Volt builds stereo systems. He uses the electroparticle model of electricity,
which explains all his observations. Because of the model, Vic is very successful in
selling his sets. One evening, a friend tells him that he has heard about the new vita
electricity model which is more complete, but very complicated. Would the friend
be right to say that because' the electroparticle model is less complete, it is wrong and
should never be used? Explain your answer.

07-Exb 28-3B

Select the best answer below. The photon, one of the smalldt units of matter
possible, is a model, proposed to explain some of the behavior of light. Most sci-
entists will accept the photon model

ft. if a photon of light is the only way to explain light;
b. if law clecrees that the photon is the smallest particle of matter and ,will
explain light.

. if thinking about light as made up of photons is useful.
d. only if the photon is observed in experiments.

07-Exc 29-1B

Pretend that in 1970' a science text stated that the wave model for gravity was
accepted by-most scientists. This would mean that

a. they had direct proof that gravity traveled in wames.
b. thinking about gravity as thciugh it traveled in waves explained the ob-
servations made to that date. -

c. at least a few scientists had observed gravity 'traveling as waVes.,
.d. gravity.had the exact properties of a water wave.
e, rio other model could fit the observations made to date.

07-Exc 29-2B

,firr, .



:07-EXa 29-3B

\.
Pretend that nearly a Scientists accept the electropartiele model of e1ectric4 de-
scribed in Excursion .29: Choose ihe senterice below wIlch best describes one of t
things That acceptance implies.

,
.a. No other.model could fit-the observations madeto date.
b. It answers all their questions'about electricity. -

C . The model must be reVised.to ing,orporate any new observations that
don't agree with it.
d. At least a few sCientists have seen electricity traveling as electroparticles.
e. None af the above are correct.

07-Exc 30-1B Two wires, A and B, are positioned as in Diagram 1 When the Switches are open.
Diagram 2 shows that when the switches are closed, wires A and4 B will repel each
other. Suppose that in Diagram 2 in the circuit containing wire A the electroparticles
coout of the battery through terminal 1 arid reenter the battery through terminal
2.

4

Terminal 1 Terminal 2

I. Through which terminal in the circuit containing Wire B do the electro-.
particles come out of the battery?
2. Through Vach terminal in the circuit containing wire B do the electro-
partiolego back into the battery?

1

Terminal 3 Terminal 4 I Terminal. 1 Terminal 2 - Terminal 3 Terminal 4

V.

, Diagram 2

07-Exc 31-1B Whi 11 Of the following statements is the best desciiption of scientists?
a.. Scientists are the only group of people that forget-easily. 4

b. Scientists are so involved in their work that they do not have time to be
polite.
c. Scientists arc completely different from other people.
d. Scientists' petsonalities vary like the personalities of anY group of people..
e, -Scientists all exhibit behavior patterns like Ampere's. .

In

.0 9



444.

A battery-operated model racing boat is manufactured by the same to company
that manufactures a batteiy-operated modelyleasure boat. Eacli.model bqat Xuns on
two batteries, The racing model runs much faster, but not nearly as lofig, as the
model pleasure boat.
For each boat, state whether'. the batteries are connected in serieS or in parallel.

Explain your choices, using the electxoparticle model.

07-66 32-1B

A toy manufacturer decides to improve his model train which operates onittwo 01-Exc 33-1B ,

batteries conriected in parallel. The motor that-turns the wheels and the motor that
operates the flagman can be thought' of as two resistorg. The newimproved model
train is_ to have a freight loading device. This extra movement will,require a third
motor (resistor), and a third bat4ry wirea in parallel. Will a voltmeter reading
taken on the new imProved model train be more than, equal to,. or less thantra-
voltmeter readin taken on the older version of the model train? Explain your
_answer, using thf electroparticle model.

A toy manufacturer- decides to improve his model speedboat which operates oh two 07-Exd 33-2B

batterk\s and motors connected in ,series. The motor that operates file propeller
and the motor that operates the boat's lights can be thought of as two resistors. The
new, improyed model speedboat is to have a man turning the wheel. This move-
ment will be caused by another motor a third resistor, the same size as the other
two. In addition the manufacturer plans Jo add a third .battery in series. Will an
ammeterreading taken in the new, improved model Apeedboat be mtre than, equal
to, or less than an ammeter reading taken in the older model? Explain yoUr answer,
using the electroparticle,model:

4 ,J
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An ammeter must be connected in series with a circtit to measure the ctirrent flow
through .the circuit, Use the eleëtroparticle model to explain why it must be con-
nected in series rather than in parallel with the circuit.

08-Core-1B

If you need tolnow the voltage available to a bulb in a circuit, how should a.volt-
meter be connected into the circuit? If you wish, you may use a diagiam as part of
your answer.

O6-Core-2B

Study the 'circuit below. Describe how you could detect and measure voltage at - 08-Cor3B,
the- bell, when the switch is closed. Name any other,piece of equipment you may
need. Tell Which letters on the diagram show the places Where the equipment e,

should be connected.

4,,

- In the diagram below, the meters are correctly connec,ted tomeastire current and'
voltage. 4"Decide for yodrself how each meter is connected and whether it is an
ammeter9r a vortmeter. Then, record on your answer sheet the words in parentheses
that best complete the statements,below. .

r.

Switch-

Battery
0

Meter,A

I . Meter A igrnnected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb. Therefore,
Meter A is (an ammeter, a voltmeter).
2. Since Meter )1 is connected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb,it is
(an ammete4, a Yolttncter).

.Y

IS

t \ .

t-1

08-Core-4B

on,
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0 - re-6B .. A light bulb receives 0.5 amperes and 5 volts for 20 seconds. Find.the total electri-
cal energy received by the bulb. _ ShoW,gour work, and use the correct units.

08-Core-OB Choose .the correct acswer beloW. What is the forrhula for calculating the total
electrical energy supplied%in a given circuit? el*

a. Volts timesaMperes times time
, b. Volts divided by amperes divided by tinle

c. VoltS times amperes divided by time
d. Volts plus amperes plus time

'08-Core-7B

t*

0

vi

.Below is a diagram of a complete circuit in which a io-tor is running. List the three
variables, that you'nutst measure to determine the total amount opelectrical energy
the-Motor receives. ,

08-Core-SB

Battery

ve

.

G8.t the assembled circuit- in box 08-Co0-8B, an electricity Measurer, a timer, volt-
: meter and ammeter scales, and tWo test leads. Disconnect the battery, charge it, and

. refiliice it in the circuit. Measure how much ele,ctrical energy is supp4ed to the motor
in 'the ,bulb-motor arrangement in a fifteen-second period Report your measure-

.
ments and calculations.

,..

08-Core-9B Dr. erawler had two 'Student% do a project o9, spiders. Their observations are shown in
Ahe city below.

.

Stud-ent 4o.of Species No. of Species

Seen oh Dirt
No': of Species

Seen On Leaves
*

No. of Species
Seen on Grass

No. of Species
Seen Dead

Cnya
'

. I
. . ' . . .

lioti
A 1

few *lost iome
.,.

r.,. .. very few
4

Rene
.

27 7 , 15
. :

6--
. ;., .

2

Give Aw.o.teasons why. sciontists lirefer thcAindsof obs
.ety.ations:Rene Made,

'

10
\

X?

"

.1

'oc

*
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- .Select the examples below in which electricity does Obseryable work. "Eletticill OS:Core10B
energy

a. lightsg bulb.
b. operates an electric lawn mower.
c. operates a fan.
d. heats a burner on an electric stove.
e; operates a record player.

r

The diagrams below are of two electrical circuits labeled Circuits A and B. Get a
voltmeter and the materials to construct tile circuits. After constructing the circuits
as shown, measure .the voltage across each entire circui4-. Record.Ole voltages, atiii.
show your setup to your teacher. -Be sure your battery is charged.before you'make
your measurements:

i .

Switch

Battery

Circuit A Circuit B

Motor

Circuit's A and B are sliovOi below. Each contains one ISCS battery and fonr resistors
connected by test leads.. Flowever, Circuit A has more resistance to current flow
than Cifciiit B. MI resistors in Circuits A and B are. thc, same. Why does Circuit A
hde more total resistance. than Circuit B?

Circuit A

-

Resistor

08-Cael 2B

Switch

Ckcuit B

Resistor

ob*di

0.
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08-Cor:e-13B Both Circuit A and Circuit II below have identical. components, but they are con-
nected differently. Select the phrases in parentheses which best complete the sen-

. ,tenees. .

1. In-Circuit A, the current flows through (each resistor by a separafe path,
all resistors 6ne after another). c, V

2: In Circuit. A, the total resistance to current floW is (less than, greater,
than) tne current flow in Circuit B.

Battery Switch

Circuit A

so.7
.

I.

. Switch

0-Core-,14B Operationally define hattery energy,- ust13 ng the equipment shown below. (Hint:
Remember that an operationalAefinition answers two questions.)

*IP

\

tf

String

Sinkers



In the. following. problem, let tke cans of beans stand for energy being upplied
from- one location to another. Nfter the nuniber oreach question write t letter
of the staiement below which answers it,best.

.A large number of No. 2 cans of beans are to be removed from a box on one side
of a store and stacked on a shelf on the other side of the store.

:
. I. Which part of the operation is most like a wilt?

2. Whi(*;hPart of the operation is most like an ampere?
3. Which.part. of the operation is most like an elec.troparticle?

a. The number of persons available to moVe the cans
b. .The number of cans a fierson can carry at one time
(; The length of time a person works

The number of cans put on the shelf per hour
ae The quality of the beans

08-Exc 34-1B

11

Theresis a floor lamp next to Iggy's favorite reading chair. Record the letters of all
the variables in the list below which affect the power received by the bulb when it is
turned on.

a. Thew is a known number of newtonmeters of energy in an electroparticle.
b. The bulb.is a soft-white bulb.
c. The voltage reading at the lamp is 120 volts. -

.d. The central air conditioning unit is out of order, and therefore is not
using power.

'e. The current flowing through thq lamp is one ampere.
f. The bulb releases 25 calories of heat pernlite.

08-Exc 35-1B

.33.4e

..Set up the circuit as shown in the diagram. Be sure you use a freshly charged battery.
Then connect one electricity measnrer as an ammeter and the other as a voltmeter to
measure the current flow and voltage of this circuit. Calculate the power of the
circuit. Record your ansWer, and-show it to your teacher before you dismantle your
setnp.

a.

og

d'Battery

Switch

08-Exc 35-2B
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, 08-Exc 36-1B

a

The wireS in Bernice, a toy. bunny, are all Made of the same thickness of copper.
The resistance of the wire is 4-ohms when the voltage is 12 volts and the current is
3 ampS. A different model of Bernice is identical except that more batteries ank.
required, thus producing more voltage and current. What would you expect the
resistance of the wire to be in this version of Bernice more than, equal to, or less
than 4 ohms'? Explain your answer, using the electroparticle ntodel.

08-Exc 37-1B Get the box labeled 08-Exc What i11 happen if the untaped magnet is.
turned so that its untaped end is away from the coil? Explain your answer.

08-Exc 38-1B
2.

The motor of a model helicopter causes the helicopter to rise straight up. What
would you need fo know to determine how much work the toy's motor can do in
one minute?

08.:Exc 39-1B You may refer to Excursion 39 to answer this question. In it, you were told:
"You have learned about electricity .from activities like the Ones in the textbook

without too much trouble. It was the explorers who had a hard time." What helps
have you had in learning about electricity that the explorers didn't' have that makes
your Jearning about it easier'?

4/

10 .9,
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Fill the air piston with water to. the 4.0 cc mark.. Then show the air piSton to your
teacher. 4 -

09-Core-1B

Box 09-Core-2 contains an air piston partly filled with a liquid. Look at the air
piston, and record the volume of liquid in it.

09-core-2B

Which of the choices below will result when you increase the temperature ofiivater?
a. 141e water will increase'in mass.
b. The water will inerease in volume.

.c. The water will :change color.
d. The water will.glow.

09-Core-3B

A company needs to design a device which will show very tiny changes in tempera;
ture and which will have the temPerature marks on the scale be rather widely spaced.
WhiCh of the following would make the best-expanding substances for such a device?

-.a. Glass
.b. Oil
C. Oxygen a.

d. Alcohol

09-Core-a

Explain Why the freezing point pr Water can'be both -32° and 00, as shown on the
\Fahrenheit and Celsius..thermometer 'scales below.

Freezing point

09-Core-5B

4

Mrs. Jefferson went to the store to buy a piece of ribbon. She wanted .50 thumbs of
the ribbon. The clerk measured the ribbon with her lhumb. When Mrs. lefferson
measured the ribbon, using-her own thumb, it meaSured Ønly 48 thumbs. Feeling that
she had been cheated by the clerk who.measured the ribbon, she went to the manager
of the store and complained. What Tis neces'sary to avoid such confusion in the
future?

097Core-6B

sit
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..09Core-7By Name the standatd unit used, by scientists and in ISC$ for Measuring tethperature.

.09-Core-BB book at the drawing below. What happens to water when its temperature registers
0°C? What happens to water when its temperature registers 100°C?

V

f.

f.

09-Core-9B . Get a beaker of copper sulfkite solution. Measure its temperature, and report the;
temperature to your teacher.

09-Core-10B You have used a thermometer that has a liquid in the tube. How does it work? .

09-Cdte-116 When Boyd's mother couldn't get the lid off the oliye jar, he told her to put the top0
. of the jar into., hot water,. After this was done, the lid caine off pasily. Explain why

heating The lid caused it to loosen.

09-Core-12B A sample of liquid water, whose mass was known, was heated for several minutes.
Its temperature was taken before .and after heating. Write an operational definition
for the change of heat content of the sample.

09-Core-13B
It

How many calOrieS are required to rai'ge 35 grams of water from 30°C to 40°C in
three minutes?

09-Core-14B A ND g samPle of water was heated for ten minutes, a'nd the temperature was 25°C
highd -after heating than before. What would. the temperature change be if a 100 g
sample of water were heated under the same conditions for ten minutes?

a. 50°C
b. 12.5°C
c. 25°C.

'd. 75°C



f
What is measured with a thermometer?. 09-Core-15B

Which of the following is a standard unit for measuring heat?
a. calories
b.- temperature
c. Fahrenheit
d: Celsius 4:4

4

v
09-COre-168

What are two properties of heat that you, have observed which support the heat-
substance model? The° heat-substance model assumes that heat is substance which
can flow between objects and whose quantity determines the temperature of objects.

091Core-17B

The diagrain shows that the level of water in the test tube was B before the ,test
tube was heated in the beaker of water. After heating, the water in the test tube
rose to level A. The heat-substance model can explain this. From the following list,
select the letters of the four statements which support the heat-substance eXplanation
of how heat gets front the burner flame into the water in the test tube. The .heat
substance must

a. be made up of tiny particles.
b. be like rays of light.1
c. take up space.
d. be able to move.
e, be like friction.
f. be a force.
g. move as fast as light or electricity.
h. have mass.

A

09-Core-18B

Doug proposed The following argutilent. Cold objects have a cOld substance in
them. :When a cold and a ,hot objecit are placed in contact, the cold substance in the
cold object flows into the hot object and makes it cooler. An object gets warm, not
because a heat substance flows into it, but because the cold substance flows out. Use
what you know about heat to show that Dolug's argument iS false.

4
,

09-Core-19B



O9-Core-20B

.

T-

The iron jars' labeled A, B, and C are identical. Each has a mass of 40 grams. Assume
that A is heated, B is cooled, and C is left at room temperature. Which of the follow-,
ing results would be eXpeeted immediatly after treatment?

- .

a. B will weigh more4han either A or C.
b.A will be larger than B or C. .:.

c. B will weigh less than either A or C.
The size of B will riot change:

09-.Exc 40-1B s Which of the following tharacteristics make a liquid a bad choice dr a thermometer
used to measare the temperature of water samples?

a. A boiling temperature higher than water's-
b. A freezing temperature lower than water's
c. A boiling temperature lower than water's.
d. Both a and b
e. A freezing temperature higherthan water's

09-kxc 41-1B

4

If you hear the TV weather girl say thai the temperattie will drop.1 5° tonight, does '
it 'make ,any difference whether she means a teMperature drop of I 5° CelMus or a
temperature drop of .1 5° Fahrenheit? Explain your,answer, using information from

the diagram below. Water
212° ---boils 100°

. 200
190

180

411

32°

170

160

150

140

IT-- 130,

120

110

10,0

90

80

70

. 80
50

40
-- Water

freezes

11110

90

80

*mow,

70

80

50

40

30



CalOi\ies are defined uSing water as a standard. 4T6ll What a calorie is in terms of 09-Exc 42-18
water.

In which climate, arctic or tropical, would your body need to supply more cdlories? 09-E)cc 43-1B
Explain your answer.

In each 'of the following wses, 650 caldkes were sUpplied to 800 g of the substance
named. Which of.these would shoW the greatest temperattire change?.

. .

ti.a. Hydrogen, whose specific heat is 3.41 ,

b.: Zinc, whose wecific heat is 0.093
c. Watet, whose specific heat is 1.00
d. Nitrogen, whose specific heat is 0.25 .

09-Exc 44-18

..,
.1

4.



Assume that four containers of water,.A, B, C, and D, are placed in icontact with
each other as illustrated. Select the respOnse below which indicates tfie ilirections of
heat flow that occur as the containers touch each other. Ignore the KO lost,to the
air.

fla. A to B, C to B, and C to D
. b. A to B, B to C, and C to D

c. I3 to A, B to C, and D to C
d. B tb, A, C to B, and C to D

as)

I.

10-Core-1B.

The four containers, A, B, C, and D, eacb hold the same amount of water, They 10-Core-2B
are pladed in contact with each other inside a box which allows no heat ito'escape.
Approximately what will be the temperature of the water in container B after'one
hour?

a. Between 60°C and 70°C
b. Between 55°C,and60°C
c. More than 70°C
d. Between 45°Ai and 50°C

40°C 30°C 90°C 30°C

. A

11.

Aluminum can exist as a gas, a liqurd, and a solid. In which one of the following
states of matter would it be the poorest conductor of heat?

a. Solid
b. Liquid
c.. Gas

*d. Either a or b
e. Florilda

10-Core-Xi

6'5



10-Core-4B Sidney put burners under the three beakers (A, B, and C) at 'the same time. He
also put thermometers ikto the **kers at equal distances from the heat source as
sfiown.

I . In whieh of the beakers will the tirrrnometer begin to show changes in
temperature first?
2.. Why?

Thermometer

-Beaker A

Solid illUmiribm powder

Thermometer

Beaker B

Corn oil

A

Ther.Mometer

107Core-5B After completing Activities 20-7 .a'ñd 20-8', some students felt that it was a weak
argument for rejecting the heat-substance rn del. They said that the balance wasn't
very accurate and therefore would not detect any possible small.changes in mass.
What change would you make in these activities to make it possible to detect small

changes in mass?

10-Core-6B
.;

Two 1/2 kg masses are exactly balanced on the pegboard balanee s shown. Suppose
the left-hhndmass is heated.until it gets red hot. The right-hand ss would-

a. move way down.
b. move down slightly.
c. not move at all.
d. move up.

Pegboard balance

63
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In the following.stOry,assume that both doctors' facts are correct.. Dr. I.T. Hurtz .10,Core-.7B
designs lens systems for rnicroscoPes and telescopes. The modet he uses assumes
that light tiavels in straight lines excePt when it goes from one substance to another;
then, 'it bends. Br. Smith, a PhysiciSt, uses a Model which says that light is like a c.

wave and ddeS not travel in siraight liiies.
Dr. Smith says to Dr. Hartz, "YOur model a\nd equations aren't,used by scientists

anymore. :me mOdel does not fit all tho observations made, and it does not suggest
'further experiments."

Dr. Hurtz answers, "The -modeI I use explains all the observations included in the
optics of lens making.. Purthermoie, the arithmetic invsolved is fairly simple and
quick. If I used the equationsinvoIved in the wave theory,*a\super nova would come
and go before I could complete the proper lens system for a tetescope,"

I . Should Dr. Hurtz atop using the older mOdel and.uSe the newer, broader
model which,expkiins more light phenomena'?
2. Explain your answer,.

'Select the best answer. The 'models of science come about by being
a, discovered under microscopes. .

: b. invented in the minds of people.. .

. c. found in the data of experiments;
observed directly in nature.

16-Core-8B

Select the letter of the phyaSe below which best completes tjhis sentence. Scientists
use the heat-as-energy mod.(1 because it

a. provides corkt answers to all questions about heat. 4 kr

b. helps to .explaih observations and to predict 'othe'r observations.
c: is correct because it comes from nature, and nature is always right.
d. can predictinew exPerirnents even though it cannot explain Observations
:made with the heat-substance model.

10-Core-BB
.0

Scie tists use the heat-as-energy model to explain heat.. They use it because
a. they have direct proof that heat is energy.
h. thinking aboul heat as though it is energy explains most-of the observa-
tions made to date.
c. at .least a few scientists have seen heat as energy with their own eyes.
A.. no other model could fit the observations made to date,
e: heat has the exact properties of a walk,..

1O-Core-10B

6 7
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10-Core-11B

..

,Heat-.es-energy and heat-substance are twb models uspd *to explain heat. *Study the
chart below, and then answer the two following.questions:

.,,-
SITUATION

CAN BE EXPLAINED BY

' Heat-as-Energy_ Heat-Substance
..

Rubber.doesn't gain weight when
heated.

,

X
. . ,

, .

Carbon dioxide expands when
heated.

.
X

.

.

,.

Spaghetti tastes better when hot , .

, than when cold. .

tv

.

Cement expands when heated.
,

. . X. ,
_

,
,, X

1, Based on the informatiOn in the chart, which is the better ino.del?
2. Explain your answer.

10-Cdre-12B Patridia measured a liquid, as pictured in Diagram A below. She heated the liquid,

and then immediately remeasured its volUme. The volume of the liquid after heating
is shown in Diagram B. Using the heat-substance model, explain the results.

.4

Diagiam.A Diagram ,13

3OmlL 32 ml

C.

4

10-Core-,13B Phyllis measured a liquid as pictured in Diagram A showp below. 'She heated The'

liquid, and then remeasured its volume. The results are shorn in Diagram B. Using
the heat-as-energy model, explain the results. , 1 . .

.

a.

Diagram A Diagram

62 ml
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Rub'four hands together rapidly. The palms yOur hAnds should feeF4ifferent`:- 10-Cori..14B
tfter rubbing thein..... . . .

- ybdte.epltibhing.them, how ong will this effect be..firoducee,,..
j1'2i,tE. answer in,ternis of the heat-as-energy model.. !.

.. eny withlro substance called blog be Measured and thatIhe
Auld; or a ga, depending on theamOulit of eporgy

lpos*Iielp braik.a the one bdo* your,amswer.sheet to represent3..dit-°.:; ":1

r041 a Ad41.1Wd Maqc.trte piace on this line where y u would. expea to.
'" jilog, lasing, or sMid, fof liquid, and C for ga.4.

,7 ,-
_ a

,
.4 S'!

. gin e4 °A.

4 ..p .

, *& . - . ;P. , ,f c.

.

. .

4- Wigh ehirgi .

er,,

7.1

.4T

; The .arlyount containinti:4,000 wateeat 35°.0 istrea ter than in
11.50:nitto.atArater.-at-WC...-.1.1.kyjOur heat-as-eriergy6nodel to explain why this'is true.*;

,

A
.

liqui41.;in-::tliii-<theitilopielet_tithe go up anti down with temperature 10-Core-17B

--4rtgeh?* :Use: die hei't-ukry rdcl to pJain t1.4e movement of the liquid.

More-158
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in .1;7,t..7diagfamed below4i1u. found that the electrical input energy to the.
:...cnot4r w4s grOfer..than the-.output 0010, of the motor. Study thti,-4iagiLmLberow,

-11110 tise.....your,eheaNs-priergY.. MOO. tO 'explain what appears to be a loSs of .6Sable

6004Y...
.

.4)
.4..

Ammeter

10-,Exc 45-1.B Daniel 'and Geoil( are camping in a log cabin in the North Woods. They keep a fire
going in the fireplace all night. Their beds are bunk style. Daniel sleeps in the upper
bunk. Will he be warMer thari, just as warm as? ar,colder.than George, who sleep-
ing in the bottom bunk? Explain your answer. \,

. .

113-txc 46:1B
.,

,. .,- ,
- .- .,':\I ilk .. ...g'A scientific model is discarded when' .

.a, scientists gettireds dint .beeAuse it has:mien uw, 4,IitirAo nuiriy'yearS,
,,--:.,- b. new observations,produce'contradii,Aiotis withitrthe4nodel. ..
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, I . '
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1.

Consider the heating' icurve for hydrogen fluoride shown in' the graph below.
Describe the processes that are taking place in sections X, Y, and Z.
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100

0

-100
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HYDROGEN FLOURIDE

TIME (min6tes)

10-Exc 47-1B

Which of the time-temperature graphs below bt describes the cooling behavior Of 10-Exc 47-2B
steam when it changes to liquid w,ater?

Diagram a.

TIME (minutes)

a

biagram b Diagram c

TIME (minutes) TIME (minutes)

0 S.

The gagoline in the gas tank of a car has potential energy. When the fuel is nited in . 10-Exc 48-1B
the cylinder, the pistons move up ansj down in the cyl. der. Has all of the potential
energy that was stored in the. gasoline een converted to kinetic energy
s(motion energy)? If not, where did the lost energy go or where did the gained ener-
gy Come from? ,
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